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How America’s Newest Stadium
Launched Americas Newest Cleaning Technology
Levi’s Stadium,
the $1.3 billion dollar steel and
cement structure that resides in the
heart of the Silicon Valley was
constructed to cheer on the San
Francisco 49ers and be the premier
entertainment venue in the high tech
capitol of the world.
This technological tour de force even
had its very own app developed to
include parking lot assistance, no line
restroom locator, food and drink
order placement and a feature that
allows fans to watch instant replays
from multiple camera angles on any
smart device within the facility.

•Silicon Valley, America’s high-technology
epicenter has been at the forefront of innovation
since the advent of the microprocessor.
•It should be no surprise that the newest
cleaning innovation in the building maintenance
industry would also be developed by a Californiabased startup and launched on opening day in
this brand new high tech stadium.
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The maintenance requirements for
this gleaming new stadium seemed to
be straightforward, but proved to be
much more demanding when the 30
freshly installed high end escalators
were taken into consideration.
The issue of spilled drinks has always
been problematic. The slippery
surfaces can expose ownership and
management to hazardous, legal, and
aesthetic concerns. When a drink is
spilled, a cleaning system would need
to be deployed, the issue resolved,
and the system moved out of the way
in minutes, so as not to block the
flow of foot traffic during an event.
All current escalator cleaning
machines were deemed too large, too
heavy, too hard to use, and most importantly, they all required power, creating
a secondary hazard of exposed power cords. Some machines required multiple
operators and some required the escalator be shut down, but all took far too
long to get the job done and get out of the way.
From the birthplace of Apple, Tesla, and Facebook, REN, a California based
engineering & licensing firm specializing in cleaning innovations, delivered a
solution that proved so fast, so effective and so easy to use, that multiple
systems were purchased and put to use on opening day.
REN, the 5-minute, single operator, lightweight and portable escalator cleaning
system, the choice of Americas newest and most technologically advanced
entertainment venue, Levi’s Stadium, is now available world wide.
To learn more about the REN Cleaning System visit: www.renclean.com
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